Whoa: This "Zootopia" character looks different around the world
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Did you watch Disney’s Zootopia over the weekend? It seems that pretty much everybody did: The film opened with a monster $73.7 million opening box office and nearly perfect critical reviews. Now that its first wave of buzz has died down, newly-converted fans are swarming over the film looking for Easter eggs and cute tidbits. And Disney, per usual, has given us something extra to talk about.

Throughout the film, two newscaster characters keep us up to date with what’s up in Zootopia, the city at the center of the film. One of them is a snow leopard; the other is a moose. Or… is he?
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Not so, according to the Twitter user @RyshatsCorner. An artist and animation insider, he shared images of other Zootopia newscasters from around the world:

#Zootopia newscasters by region. US/moose, Japan/tanuki, Australia/koala, China/panda, UK/corgi, Brazil/jaguar.

#Zootopia Brazil/jaguar newscaster! Voiced by journalist Ricardo Boechat. Now to just find the UK/corgi.

What makes this all better is that the newscasters’ voices actually all correspond to popular voices from the regions in questions. Besides Boechat’s Brazilian jaguar, the North American moose is voiced by popular Canadian newscaster Peter Mansbridge, and the singer/TV presenter David Campbell voices the Australian koala. (No word yet on who was plucked for the UK/Japan/China.)